Sir,

We read the article Head size and dislocation rate in primary total hip arthroplasty,[@ref1] with keen interest. We appreciate the authors work; however, we would like to point out certain issues.

The authors have made two groups based on head size; however, it was not clear from the study if any criteria or randomization was used to allocate a patient into either of these groupsThe authors have discussed that there was no difference between the groups so far as age, sex, and indications for primary total hip arthroplasty were concerned. However, the demographic profile of the two groups was not sex-matched; female-to-male ratio between groups A and B was 0.37 and 0.68, respectively. According to the literature, female gender is associated with a higher dislocation rate;[@ref2][@ref3][@ref4] so was this a contributing factor in causing increased dislocation rate in group B (28 mm group)According to the authors, the etiology of dislocation (one in group A and three in group B) was component malposition. While component malposition itself is an independent risk factor for dislocation,[@ref4][@ref5] is it justifiable to consider head size as the only factor when other confounding factors are also present
